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686a Wednesday, February 19, 2014component of the cytoplasmic dynein biological motor complex has a relatively
large number of interacting partners and fits the description of a hub. Partner
proteins of LC8 include the intermediate chain (IC) subunit of cytoplasmic
dynein, Chica, a mitotic spindle-associated protein, Nup159, a component of
the yeast nuclear pore complex, and a wide array of proteins with roles in
apoptosis, enzyme regulation and viral pathogenesis. Linear motifs mediate
binding between LC8 and its partner proteins, but while partner proteins
such as dynein IC have only one recognition motif, others such as Chica and
Nup159 are enriched with multiple interacting motifs.
To better understand the importance of multiple recognition motifs in the LC8
interaction network, we have initiated structural and thermodynamic studies of
the LC8/Chica and LC8/Nup159 complexes. Chica and Nup159 have four and
six putative recognition motifs respectively, nestled within segments that are
intrinsically disordered. Our results indicate that LC8 forms a dynamic com-
plex with both proteins, binding only three (Chica) or five (Nup159) of the
putative recognition motifs. Furthermore, we show that only three LC8 dimers
are needed for optimal stability of the Nup159/LC8 complex, and suggest that
the evolutionary adaptation of multiple LC8 recognition motifs imparts to the
complex other properties such as rigidity. These findings extend the repertoire
of functions of intrinsically disordered proteins to fine-tuning and versatile as-
sembly of higher order macromolecular complexes.
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By recruiting chromatin remodeling machinery to promoter regions of
target genes, nuclear receptors (NRs) act as ligand-dependent transcriptional
protein scaffolds, exerting powerful influences on all aspects of physiology.
The critical mediators that bridge NRs to the transcriptional machinery are
called NR coregulators. NR coregulators are broadly classified into coactiva-
tors or corepressors depending on their ability to promote or repress gene
transcription. Coactivators contain a cluster of "LXXLL" motifs in a flex-
ible/disordered region called the Receptor Interaction Domain (RID) that
mediates their interactions with NRs. Because there is very little atomic level
structural information on disordered coactivator RIDs, the physical mecha-
nism driving the interaction between coregulator RIDs and NR transcrip-
tional complexes is poorly understood. We are studying the interaction of
Steroid Receptor Coactivator-2 (SRC-2) with the PPARg-RXR trans-
criptional complex as a model system for understanding NR/coregulator
interactions on the atomic level. SRC-2 is a critical coactivator in the
PPARg-driven differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells into fat cells, a
pathway that is a target for therapeutic intervention of metabolic syndrome
and type 2 diabetes. Using biochemical, biophysical and solution NMR
approaches, we have begun to probe the interaction of the SRC-2 RID
with the full-length PPARg-RXR complex bound to DNA (~150 kDa com-
plex). Our studies reveal that the binding of DNA to PPARg-RXR imparts a
long-range conformational change that impacts the binding and conformation
of SRC-2 RID. Importantly, our work extends the recent proposition that
DNA can act as an allosteric effector of NR activity, indicating that
DNA binding can affect the conformation of a coregulator bound to a NR
transcriptional complex.
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Spider dragline silk is an outstanding biopolymer with a strength that exceeds
steel by weight and a toughness greater than high-performance fibers like
Kevlar. For this reason, understanding how a spider converts the gel-like,
aqueous protein spinning dope within the major ampullate (MA) gland into a
super fiber is of great importance for developing future biomaterials based
on spider silk. In this work, the initial state of the silk proteins within Black
Widow MA glands was probed with solution-state NMR spectroscopy
following isotopic enrichment. 15N relaxation parameters, T1, T2 and 15N-
{1H} steady-state NOE were measured for twelve backbone environments at
two spectrometer frequencies, 500 and 800 MHz. All observed backbone envi-
ronments are consistent with MA silk protein dynamics on the fast sub-
nanosecond timescale. In addition, the observed conformation-dependent
isotropic chemical shifts are consistent with a random coil. Therefore, it is
concluded that the repetitive core of spider MA proteins are in an unfolded,
highly flexible state in the MA gland. We propose that spider silk proteins
can be considered intrinsically disordered proteins prior to fiber formation.3477-Pos Board B205
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The nuclear hormone receptor androgen receptor (AR) is a transcription factor
of 919 amino acids activated by androgens that regulates the development of
the male sexual phenotype [1]. It is composed of three domains: a flexible
N-terminal intrinsically disordered transactivation domain that interacts with
the transcription machinery, a DNA-binding domain that binds specific DNA
sequences adjacent to genes regulated by AR and a C-terminal domain that
upon androgen binding undergoes a structural change that activates the protein.
To understand the structural basis of transcription activation by the N-terminal
domain of AR we have used NMR. We have in particular characterized the
interaction between the N-terminal intrinsically disordered transactivation
domain and the C-terminal domain of subunit 1 of TFIIF, a general transcrip-
tion factor tightly associated with RNA polymerase and therefore considered
part of the transcription machinery [2].
We find that this protein-protein interaction induces structure in an otherwise
disordered region of sequence of this domain and have produced a structural
model for the complex that we have validated both in vitro and in vivo. As
we will show our results provide information about the mechanism by which
AR activates transcription in castration resistant prostate cancer, a late stage
of the disease for which there currently is no treatment.
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In Photosystem II (PSII), molecular oxygen is evolved from water after four
sequential light-driven reactions, producing five oxidized states, Sn. PSII is
composed of membrane-spanning subunits and an extrinsic subunit, PsbO.
PsbO is intrinsically disordered and plays a role in facilitation of the water
oxidizing cycle. Native PsbO can be removed and substituted with recombinant
PsbO, thereby restoring steady-state activity. We used reaction-induced Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy to obtain information concerning the
role of PsbO during the S state cycle. Light-minus-dark difference spectra were
acquired. A comparison of S2-minus-S
spectra demonstrated that amide frequency
and intensity changes were associated with
PsbO removal. These data suggest that
PsbO acts as an organizational template
for the PSII reaction center. To identify
any coupled conformational changes
arising directly from PsbO, global 13C
PsbO isotope-editing was employed. The
reaction-induced FT-IR spectra of acces-
sible S states provided evidence that PsbO
spectral contributions are temperature
(263 and 277 K) and S state dependent.
These experiments suggest that PsbO
samples a rough conformational landscape
when bound to its target, the photosystem
II reaction center.3479-Pos Board B207
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Intrinsically disordered proteins play important roles in recognition, signal
transduction and molecular sorting. They are generally thought to interact
via coupled folding and binding, yielding largely ordered interfaces with their
binding partners. In contrast, the intrinsically disordered cytoplasmic domain of
the T-cell receptor zeta subunit (zcyt) was reported to form homodimers with a
dissociation constant of ~10mM in the absence of a disorder-to-order transition.
This suggested the existence of highly disordered dimers. We show here using
analytical ultracentrifugation that zcyt is a disordered monomer up to at least
millimolar concentrations. Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement demonstrates
